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AMERICANS IN THE DEFENCE OF MALTA

For some time now", American pilots’ in the Royal Air Force have Been

taking part in the Beattie, of Malta, Most of then have had experience of

intensive fighter operations when Based in the United Kingdom,

But the Americans, have found, like their British comrades, that

conditions in Malta are very different. It is rarely that the here

are not outnumbered heavily, and the fighting area is minute compared with

the distances covered in fighter sweeps over occupied France,

Here they have to do Battle in a constricted space which often makes

the danger of collision possible. In Malta it is a question of every nan

for himself. He has to keep his eyes skinned all the time for enemy fighters

who may jump him while he is attacking the. railing Bombers,

It is- in such an-atmosphere that..... the U.S.A. pilots take- their turn, day
in and. day out, with the British, There are few of them in the island,, and’

it would Be difficult and. unfair to single them put from the rest of the

~R.A.F, fighter pilots,for in Malta's grim struggle personal glory counts for’

less, than the teamwork which last month was responsible for 53 enemy aircraft

Being shot out of tho sky, with 31 probably destroyed and 118 damaged By the

R,A,F«

Every-man amongst them did a magnificent, and sometimes, almost superhuman

job .of work. All they are .concerned ■ about is that the cumulative effect of

their teamwork will in the end put the Hun nose irreparably out of joint.

These American lads are of the same ■ stuff as' their .-compatriots who last

year helped to put up such a grand show in offensive operations from England*

They are game for anything they have to be in,.this local struggle - and the

prospect,of adverse odds merely whets-their appetites the more. They are

cheerful and- enthusiastic, with theannihilation -of’ any 'and every Hun anywhere,

as-■ their only objective. It was for that that they volunteered, and. they will

help to. see the Battle through, \

Recently, two American pilot officers,, one from Norwich, Connecticut, and

the other from Berkeley, California, gave a splendid demonstration of what

happens in Malta on the rare occasions when-- the: R,A.F, meets its opponents on

equal terms. They were on patrol together when they saw two Me, 109 s several
thousand feet Below them,- They .Both swooped down on their quarry, and the

Californian pilot .’.took-the one on the right*. He fired .all his ammunition,
Both.cannon and macnine-gun. Closing to .about 150 yards, ho saw a- lot of

Black smoke Belch from under the 109 s fuselage, and the aircraft dived straight
towards the sea with a vivid flash.



Meanwhile, the. Connecticut pilot had attacked the'.second Messerschrnitt

which 'had first. Ho fired -it it 'i’ron close astern*

Heavy white smoke spurted from the Hun, and it disappeared for

a moment in a cloud. The Connccticut pilot had •time, to. fire a hurst for luck into

his companion’s victim before it hit his own reappear

from cloud and dive vertically from- 2,000 feet. The,whole combat lasted for

only 6O seconds. The -incident was . closed with native brevity, forall the

controller heard over the radio telephone was a-, laconic: "OK, let’ s go home,"

This combat is. jingled; out for-the fact that for once the R.A.F., had parity
with the enemy. But other Americans have done•as - well in/a less spectacular

way. In the heat of Malta*© terrifically speedy air battles many more claims

could be made than are made. Often a pilot sees, strikes- ,on an enemy aircraft,
but is unable to watch the results because he is too busy dealing immediately
with others

*
So it is that if none of the Americans has a tall score to his

credit it does not mean that he.has. not.,pulled, his weight ,AU.;Rather the opposite
in fact, because it means that he has played. an honest-to-goodness part in the

general breathless hurly-burly, and has been always concentrating on his next'

opponent before he has had time to consider the fate of his last. The main

thing, is that they are playing .an .equal part with; their British .comrades, in a

battle which
$

when the full .story,, can. be; told, will be looked .Upon as one' of the

epics of the whole war*

This small band joined in the war of their won accord .from widely divergent

points in the U,S,A: California, Florida, Idaho, .'and :.New York, to mine a. ..few*

Their contribution to Malta* s straggle in the air has not been without loss-*

There have been casualties in battle and - frightful irony one of the best and

most popular American pilots was;killed -in an .hotel by a bomb.

But- those who remain will maintain the tradition -of those who have gone on*
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